
Q4 Is there any feedback related to club
resources and activities you'd like to

provide to our staff for consideration?
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# Responses Date

1 We appreciate the support the UKAA provides to our club. It is invaluable. 4/8/2016 12:52 PM

2 Our club feels that the point system be looked at for change. For example: the Louisville area club has only 1 game
watch party per year and we have over 20. We both receive the same amount of points. We don't feel this is fair. It
takes alot of time and effort to put these activities together and think that it would only be fair to give points per event
instead of a same amount of points whether you have one game watch or 25. We would like to see this change be
considered.

4/5/2016 3:59 PM

3 Out of state clubs see things different from in state clubs Activities for are looked at in a different way because the
money isn't going with the out of state area

4/5/2016 9:57 AM

4 I would like to be able to send communication directly to club vs working through alumni office. By needing to send
communication through the alumni group, it makes it hard to adapt to events quickly and creates an extra layer of work
(two emails when one would do).

4/4/2016 10:20 PM

5 training stipend could be reworked to support first time attendees; perhaps each club could submit a budget request at
the beginning of the year that indicates where the alumni association will be asked to assist--better planning for UKAA
perhaps and clubs would know in advance if resources from UKAA or available or not. Assistance in creating
invitations is very important but that could be accomplished by putting pre-created templates on the website for clubs
to create themselves; reducing actual mailed pieces for clubs could be re-evaluated for budget savings.

4/4/2016 5:49 PM

6 Providing club recognition on a national level should continue to demonstrate the value provided to UK by the local
clubs.

4/4/2016 2:56 PM
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